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1)

[ALPHABET]. L'ABC ou l'instruction des chretiens.
Neuchatel. Chez Christian Gerster, 1818.
16mo. 16, 32pp. Later roan-backed marbled boards. Extremities rubbed.
Near contemporary ownership inscription to recto of FFEP, pen-trials and
ink-spots to foot of title-page and initial three leaves, paper repairs to verso
of title-page at gutter, manuscript correction to p.26, paper repair to gutter
margin of final leaf - touching text without loss of sense.
An apparently unrecorded Swiss printed primer that, unusually, pairs the
basics of alphabet learning with instruction in Christian morality.
£ 375

NEW BORN PHYSIC
2) [A PHYSICIAN]. A child's
first hour. With suggestions for some
alteration in the management of newlyborn infants. Addressed to Young
Mothers.
London. Ackermann & Co, 1851. First
edition.
Small 8vo. [2], iv, 71pp, [1]. With a
lithographed frontispiece of a new baby
being washed by its mother, with a toddler
looking on. Original publisher's blindstamped blue cloth, lettered in gilt to
upper board. A trifle rubbed, some
marking and discolouration.
An uncommon - and very specific - guide
to the first hour of infant's life, addressed
to middle-class young mothers ('Of course
poor Mamma is in bed very tired, and
entrusts all to the nurse, and Papa is away
at business'). It is divided into four 'Acts',
in short, related to 'rubbing an Infant's
Head with Spirit', 'dressing it with Pins',
'giving it a little Physic', and 'giving a little
Food'.
COPAC locates only two copies in the
UK (Bristol and Wellcome); OCLC adds
only Berlin State Library.
£ 375
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SCOTTISH MINISTER'S SELECTION
3)

ADAMS, Rev. J. The elements of reading: being select and easy english
lessons, In prose and verse, for young readers of both sexes.
London. Printed for C. Law, J. Scatcherd..., 1800. Third edition, much enlarged.
12mo. [8], 376pp. Contemporary tree calf, gilt, contrasting morocco
lettering-piece. Marbled endpapers. Rubbed, with surface loss to spine,
lettering-piece relaid, upper joint split. School gift inscription ('Oxford
House') to blank fly-leaf, some marginal browning to title.
A rare collection of reading material, in prose and verse, designed 'to
prepare the young reader for those selections that are generally used in
school', produced by John Adams, (c.1750-1814), Scottish born minister
of the Scotch Church at Hatton Garden and author of several works for
children, but best known for his Lectiones Selectæ, first published 1784 and
reprinted into the nineteenth-century. This edition is extended with the
addition of 28 pages which the author explains 'serve to evince that the
patronage this work has received, is felt and acknowledged'.
All editions are rare; ESTC locates a single copy of each of the first three
editions; the record for this edition would seem to have an incorrect
pagination, given the only copy recorded there (Princeton) has in the
holding institution's library the same pagination as here.
ESTC N1358.
£ 500

4) [ALEXANDER, William]. Fruits of piety,
exhibited in a collection of narratives respecting
Children and Young Persons.
York. Printed & Sold by Alexander & Son, 1824-1833.
First edition.
12mo. In three volumes.vii, [2], 10-252; 254; vii, [2],
14-304pp. Vols. I and II bound in contemporary halfcalf, marbled boards, gilt; Vol. III in original
publisher's printed tan paper boards. Light rubbing to
extremities, contemporary and later ownership
inscription to FFEPs, lightly foxed.
York-based Quaker printer William Alexander's
(1768-1841) narratives of deceased children in Britain
and America who in their lives exhibited immense
piety and moral fortitude - presented for the
encouragement of like sensibilities in a juvenile
readership.
£ 350
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5)

[AN OFFICER IN THE NAVY]. Rules for the conduct of youth, on
Christian Principles; chiefly extracted from an old french work, and other
ancient books; adapted to the youth of the present day.
London. Printed for the author, and sold by W. Baynes...by Henry & Haddon, 1808. First
edition.
8vo. v, [3], 159pp, [1]. Uncut in original publisher's two-tone paper boards,
printed paper lettering-piece. Rubbed and bumped, a trifle marked, upper board
held by single cord only, chipping to lettering-piece. Internally clean and crisp.
The sole edition of a treatise on the moral, social, and spiritual education,
published by an anonymous officer of the Royal Navy for the use of his own
children.
COPAC records copies at two locations (BL and UCL).
£ 200

BURSLEM PRINTED BEEKEEPING
6) [APICULTURE]. The Young Man's
Best Companion, or the new book of knowledge;
being a regular system of education, without the
aid of a tutor...
Burslem. Printed by J. Tregortha, 1816.
8vo. iv, [1], 6-605pp, [3]. With an engraved
frontispiece, and additional engraved title-page,
and 12 engraved plates (one of which folding).
Contemporary gilt-tooled calf, recently rebacked
and recornered, contrasting red morocco letteringpiece. Boards heavily rubbed and marked. Ink
ownership inscriptions to endpapers, occasional
private ink-stamps, tape repair of short tear to
frontispiece at gutter margin, some tearing to
folding plate, foxed.
A revised edition of this provincially printed
educational compendium, first issued in 1813;
which includes guidance on the techniques of
farriery, a primer to stenography, and instruction
on the management of bees.
Not in COPAC; OCLC locates a single copy of
this edition at Western Reserve Historical Society.
£ 200
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DARTON’S JUVENILE BIBLE
7)

[BIBLE - Abridgements, English]. The holy bible
abridged; or, the history of the old and new testament, for
the use of children.
London. Printed for Darton, Harvey, and Darton, 1815.
24mo in 12s. 72pp, with six woodcuts within text. Original
publisher's printed paper covered wrappers. Rubbed and
marked, with some significant loss to printed paper
advertisements to lower wrapper, chipping to spine,
internally, somewhat unusually, rather clean and crisp.
A rare, early nineteenth-century Darton edition of the
Biblical abridgement for children that was popularised by the
various eighteenth-century Newbery editions. The title was
first published by Darton and Harvey in 1796; this is the
fourth (and final) appearance under their Gracechurch St
imprint recorded by Lawrence Darton. All, presumably read
to pieces by a contemporary juvenile audience, are rare; of
this 1815 edition we find no copies located by COPAC or
OCLC.
Darton G96(4).
£ 500

8) [BIBLE – Abridgements, English]. The
pocket bible for Little Masters & Misses, Translated from
the original Tongues, and appointed to be read by
Children.
Wellington [Salop]. Printed & Sold by F. Houlston & Son. Sixth
edition.
24mo. viii, [1], 10-95pp, [1]. With a woodcut frontispiece,
and numerous woodcut illustrations in the text. Oversewn in original publisher's marbled paper boards.
Without spine, boards rubbed, cracked, and a trifle
marked. Without front pastedown, FFEP detached, ink
inscription to verso of frontispiece; 'Elizabeth Bell / Born
/ July 30th / in the year of / our Lord / 1708', lightly
browned, overall internally clean and crisp.
A chapbook compendium of the Old and New
Testaments designed to offer juvenile readers moral
guidance, and provide spiritual instruction in an accessible
manner. The intentions of the work are frankly stated in
the preface addressed to parents; 'the Bible, as appointed
to be read in Churches, is too copious and mysterious a
volume for the comprehension of young children...the
following...is adapted to the capacities of youth, and...will
convey to children as clear and perfect ideas of the Holy
Bible at large, as their apprehensions can possibly receive.'
COPAC locates only three copies of any edition of this
work, and just a single location for this edition (BL).
£ 250
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9)

BRENDA [i.e. SMITH, Georgina
Castle]. Victoria-Bess. The Ups and Downs of a
Doll's Life.
London. John F. Shaw and Co., [1879]. First edition.
8vo. 161pp, [15]. With numerous line illustrations
in the text by T. Pym, and a terminal publisher's
advertisement catalogue. Original publisher's
pictorial green cloth, gilt. Extremities rubbed.
Contemporary ownership inscription to head of
title-page, lightly spotted.
The first edition of Georgina Castle Smith's
(1845-1933), delightful story of the trials and
tribulations of a 'queen amongst dolls', published,
as with all her books, under the pseudonym of
Brenda. Our inanimate heroine is perturbed by the
introduction to the household by a rival toy - 'an
abominable quacking duck' - narrowly escapes the
fate of disposal in a dust-bin, before finding
herself residing in a hospital for sick children.
£ 150

10) BROWN, John. The elements of english education...intended
for the improvement of both sexes.
London. Printed for B. Crosby and Co., 1809. First edition.
12mo. xii, 348pp. With an engraved frontispiece, two engraved folding
maps, an engraved plate, and numerous engraved illustrations in the text.
Contemporary sheep, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, spine richly
gilt. Extremities worn, loss to head and foot of spine, some splitting to
joints, corners bumped. Armorial bookplate of ‘Jas. Hennessy’ to FEP,
damp-staining to frontispiece and initial gathering, small holes to title-page
and leaf A2 - touching text without loss of sense, occasional marginal
shipping, foxed.
The sole edition of Surrey-based schoolmaster John Brown's primer
dedicated to the essential principles of English education. Intended as a
companion for young students of both sexes, the work is predominantly
concerned with instruction in grammar as 'a means to win youth to the
love of reading' - to this end Brown provides extracts of prose and verse
works from 'approved authors' such as Addison and Cowper. In addition
he imparts a concise introduction to astronomical geography 'which is
considered as the most polite study of the present age, for persons of both
sexes'.
COPAC records copies at four locations (BL, Cambridge, NLS, and St.
Andrews); OCLC adds a single copy in North America (South Florida).
£ 250
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TEN HOULSTON CHAP-BOOKS
11) CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The two lambs: an allegorical history.
London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870]. New edition.
46pp. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers. Without lower cover.
[Bound with:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The three flower pots. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870]. New edition.
30pp, [2]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] SHERWOOD, Mrs. [Mary Martha]. Little Robert and the owl. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870]. Seventeenth edition.
31pp, [1]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The strawberry-gatherers. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870]. New edition. 15pp,
[1]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] SHERWOOD, Mrs. [Mary Martha]. The history of little george and his penny. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870].
New edition. 29pp, [3]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] SHERWOOD, Mrs. [Mary Martha]. The busy bee. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1860]. Nineteenth edition. 30pp, [2].
Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The little dog flora with her silver bell. London. Houlston and Wright, [s.d., c.1870].
New edition. 15pp, [1]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The nosegay of honeysuckles. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d., c.1870]. New edition.
15pp, [1]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The warning clock or the voice of the new year. London. Houlston and Sons, [s.d.,
c.1870]. New edition. 15pp, [1]. Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] CAMERON, Mrs. [Lucy Lyttelton]. The kind little boy. London. Houlston and Wright, [s.d., c.1870]. New edition. 15pp, [1].
Wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
32mo. Contemporary straight-grained black morocco, ruled in gilt. Lightly rubbed. Ownership inscription to recto of FFEP, very
occasional slight marginal chipping, overall internally clean and crisp.
A sammelband of chap-book tales for the moral education of children by prolific nineteenth-century authors Lucy Lyttelton
Cameron (1781-1858) and Mary Martha Sherwood (1775-1851). All of the titles proved immensely popular, with many running
to in excess of seventeen editions, a testament to the success of publisher's Houlston and Sons. Arising from the bookselling
business of Edward Houlston, founded in Wellington, Shropshire in 1779, the firm's publishing activities began under the
direction of Houlston's widow, Frances. Following on from their initial imprint in 1804, the company prospered, with Frances'
son, also Edward, establishing a London branch in Paternoster Row in 1826 - specialising in affordable instructional works for
the young.
£ 375
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FIRST HAND-COLOURED CHILDREN IN THE WOOD?
12) [CHILDREN IN THE WOOD]. The Children in the Wood:
or, the norfolk gentleman's last will and testament. With twelve copperplates.
London. Printed for J. Harris, 1818.
16mo? 15pp, [1]. With copper-engraved frontispiece and 11 further plates, all
hand-coloured. Original buff printed paper wrappers, with advertisements to
lower wrapper. Rubbed, with a little creasing and marking, some slight dogearring. Ink inscription of Charlotte Bowker to verso of upper wrapper,
some spotting.
A rare survival in the original printed wrappers of the attractive John Harris
production of the popular East-Anglian morality tale on guardianship, which
appeared from the mid seventeenth century as a broadside production and
was variously published, in slip sheet and chap-book, as The Norfolk
gentleman's last will and testament, The affecting history of the children in the wood, and
The Babes in the Wood in the intervening years.
In reproducing what is described as the 'admirable and ancient production'
the publisher claims, in a prefatory advertisement, to have served up an 'old
Dish....without any new Sauce'. However, as far as we can tell, Harris was the
first publisher to produce this verse with extensive and finely executed
illustrations, as opposed to crude and hastily produced woodcuts; and almost
certainly the first to produce coloured representations.
Both the first known Harris edition of 1813, and this second edition, are
rare; COPAC locates a single copy of both (1813: V&A, 1818: Oxford).
OCLC adds Miami (1813), UCLA and American Philosophical Society
(1818). Marjorie Moon notes that 'there was probably an earlier edn of this
book, as it was advtd in 1808...but this has not been traced'
Moon 126(2).
£ 950
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ROCKIN' ROBIN
13) [COCK ROBIN'S CONCERT]. The young child's own series of
new threepenny coloured books. Cock robin's concert, and jenny
wren's musical party. 10.
London. Dean & Son, [s.d., c.1852].
8vo. 8 leaves. Printed on one side of leaf only. Numerous handcoloured wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's
blue pictorial wrappers. Chipped spine reinforced with clear adhesive
tape, text-block detached from wrappers, short tear to upper panel,
closed tear to lower, lightly marked. Contemporary ownership
inscription to head to initial leaf, partially repeated to head of upper
panel, lightly spotted.
A rare early Victorian Dean and Son publication; a delightful tale of
ornithological reverie, richly illustrated with vividly coloured wood-cuts,
later reprinted as part of Dean's Prize Series as The Grand concert of Cock
Robin and Jenny Wren.
OCLC records a single copy (V&A); OCLC adds no further.
£ 150

FAST LIVING BRASENOSE ALUMNUS
14) [CROSSFIELD, Edward Mason]. The note book of an oxonian, by a
late member of brazen nose college.
[Liverpool]. [Privately Printed], 1831. First edition.
12mo. iv, 308pp. With errata slip bound-in. Original publisher's drab paper boards,
later rebacked in tan paper with title in typescript. Board rubbed and marked.
Contemporary ownership inscriptions to FFEP and head of title-page, short marginal
tears to head of leaves I3 and U5, very occasional contemporary inked annotations
and corrections to text, lightly spotted. Presentation copy, inscribed to recto of FFEP;
'from the author'.
A presentation copy of a rare first-person narrative of relatively speedy living in
Oxford and London, and travel to Europe and America by Edward Mason Crossfield,
which opens in a proto-Bridesheadian hedonist manner in the narrator's college
rooms. It seems unlikely that this is either travelogue or pure novel, but instead a
hybrid of the two, given that Crossfield, who matriculated in 1822, was imprisoned
for debt in Liverpool (where this work was printed, by Johnson) in April 1830.
COPAC locates copies at BL and Oxford; OCLC adds only ANU.
£ 350
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LITHOGRAPHED MONARCHS
15) CROWQUILL, Alfred. [Comic
history of kings and queens of the kings and
queens of england from William the Conqueror
to the present time. Containing 36 illustrations].
London. Read & Co, [1850]. First edition.
Dimensions folded: 150 x 133mm, unfolded:
2,500 x 133mm. 18 coloured leaves presented
folding in concertina style, printed on one side
only, lithographed throughout. Original
publisher's
blind-stamped
cloth,
with
lithographed paper design to upper board.
Rubbed, a little loss and tape marking to paper
on upper board, several repaired tears to folds.
Early ink inscription of 'Leila Taylor' to first
leaf.
A handsome production for children by Alfred
Crowquill (1804-1872), providing the dates of
birth, death and reign, four line verses and a
(frequently humorous and sometimes macabre)
illustration for 35 English monarchs (two to
each leaf), and Oliver Cromwell, somewhat
incongruously depicted beneath an umbrella.
£ 250

DOMESTIC, RUSTIC AND COMMERCIAL
16) [DAME TEACHWELL]. The little prattler; or,
dame teachwell's picture-book.
London. Printed for Harvey and Darton, 1825. Fourth
edition?
16mo? 16pp, with 16 wood-engravings on eight
leaves. Original publisher's stiff printed paper
wrappers. Slightly rubbed and a little marked, with
some spotting to text and plates. With the ink
inscription of 'Sarah Cheney, Beccles, Novr 5 1827'
to verso of upper wrapper.
An unsophisticated copy of a charming Darton
picture book, with accompanying dialogue between
the teaching 'Dame Teachwell' and the learning
'Little Prattler', which describes various domestic
('Bathing', 'Drawing and Maps') rustic ('Haymaking',
'Gathering Wild Flowers') and commercial ('The
Blacksmith', 'The Toy Woman').
First printed in 1815, all editions are rare. Neither
COPAC nor OCLC locate any copies of this 1825
edition, which is assumed to be the fourth
Not in Darton.
£ 450
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17) [ETON COLLEGE]. Graecae grammatices rudimenta. In usum
Regia Scholae Etonensis.
Etonae [i.e. Eton]. Excudit J. Pote, 1778. Editio nova [i.e. new edition].
8vo. [4], 219pp, [3]. Contemporary blind-tooled calf. Rubbed, with
surface loss, splitting to joints. Light browning to title, short tear to
Cc3 - touching text without loss of sense, else internally clean and
crisp.
A new edition, revised and enlarged, of Richard Busby’s popular
Greek Grammar regularly printed at Eton for the use of students of
the college from the mid-seventeenth century. All editions are
scarce, with this being no exception. ESTC locates copies at three
locations in the British Isles (Cambridge, Eton, and NLS), and a
further three worldwide (California, Gottingen, and Illinois).
ESTC N7902.
£ 200

18) [ETON COLLEGE]. A list of eton college, taken at
election, 1829.
Eton. Printed and Sold by E. Williams, [1829].
23pp, [1].
[Bound with:] [A further 12 Eton College lists covering the years 18301840 (two representing 1839, taken at election and Christmas
respectively), all printed by E. Williams.]
12mo. Contemporary black half-calf, marbled boards, gilt. Rubbed. Very
occasional loss and short tears to margins, occasional ink and pencil
deletions and corrections.
A sammelband of registers of staff, fellows, scholars, and form members
of Eton College boarding school. Such lists were issued annually,
beginning in approximately 1791.
£ 150
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FEMALE MISSIONARY TEACHING
19) [FEMALE EDUCATION]. History of the society for promoting female education in the east.
London. Edward Suter, 1847. First edition.
8vo. viii, 292pp, [4]. With a folding engraved colour frontispiece of 'Miss Aldersey's School at Ningpo'. Original publisher's blindstamped brown cloth, lettered in gilt. Extremities rubbed, slight splitting to joints. Contemporary gift inscription to recto of
FFEP, very occasional light spotting.
The sole edition of this history of the Society for Promoting Female Education in the East, a Protestant Christian missionary
organisation devoted to dispatching educators and related materials to late Qing Dynasty China specifically, and Asia more
generally. Founded in 1834, the Society had its origins in an appeal by American missionary David Abeel to send female
missionaries abroad to establish and superintend schools for native women. Beginning in India and China, as well as Ceylon, the
association extended its reach throughout the nineteenth-century to include amongst other locations; Sierra Leone, Nigeria,
Burma, Penang, Greece, Turkey, and Algeria. The Society, disbanded in 1899, was rather unique in being interdenominational
and staffed entirely by women. This record, written in the twelfth year of their operation, provides a detailed account of their
achievements with testimonials from the female missionaries documenting their experiences and acclimatisation to their chosen
schools. The work is prefaced by a laudatory address praising the work of the society by Church of England clergyman Baptist
Wriothesley Noel (1798-1873).
£ 450
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20) [FISHER, Anne]. The Pleasing Instructor or Entertaining Moralist consisting of
Select Essays, Relations, Visions, and Allegories collected from The most Eminent
English Authors to which are prefixed New Thought on Education.
London. Published...by G. G. & J. Robinson, 1785. New edition.
12mo. [2], iii, [1], xii, 368pp. With an engraved title-page, and three engraved plates.
Recent calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Slight rubbing to
extremities. Very small hole to lower corner of title-page, occasional light spotting.
A late eighteenth-century edition of a popular compilation of essays intended to
assist the moral and spiritual education of young students of both sexes. Arranged by
grammarian Anne Fisher (1719-1798), and first printed in 1756, the work proved
immensely commercial - and as a result was often pirated (including the forgery of
Fisher's signature of authentication).
ESTC N20346.
£ 100

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL AID
21) [FRY, Sarah Maria]. The australian babes in the wood:
a true story told in rhyme for the young.
London. Griffith and Farran, 1866. First edition.
8vo. 47pp, [1]. With a wood-engraved frontispiece and numerous
wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Original publisher's green
pictorial paper boards. Rubbed and marked, boards a trifle bowed.
Latter gatherings working loose of text-block but remaining
attached, occasional light marginal dust-soiling.
A rare survival, in original state, of the first edition of a verse
retelling of an incident that occurred in 1864 when three young
children were lost in the Australian wilderness. The author, Sarah
Maria Fry, who produced numerous children's works for the
Religious Tract Society, provides a brief introduction recounting
the events which were initially reported by the Melbourne Argus.
The Duff children, residents of 'Mallee Scrub' area, all aged under
10, having strayed from their home, wandered for nine days,
travelled in excess of 60 miles without food, and encountered a
single water source. Their remarkable survival was commonly
attributed to the grace of God - the children having preserved
themselves by reciting hymns and prayers - resulting in the
publication of numerous works aimed at the moral instruction.
Their salvation was due rather to the assistance of the Aboriginal
community, in particular the tracker known as 'King Richard' who
eventually located them. The role of the Aborigines was in most
publications diminished - indeed here the illustrations portray the
father as the hero, a dashing white man astride a magnificent
steed, whereas his Aborigine counterparts are likened to
'bloodhounds' and drawn as pastiches of Native Americans.

£ 300
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22) GARDINER, William. Tales of
my landlord's school; collected from
modern records and living characters.
London. Printed for D. Mackay, and Published by
J. Tallis, [s.d., c.1820]. First edition?.
12mo. 143pp, [1]. With a terminal page of
publisher's advertisements, an engraved
frontispiece, and eight engraved plates.
Original publisher's red roan-backed
marbled paper boards, gilt. Extremities
rubbed, some chipping to spine. Offsetting
from all plates, lightly foxed.
A collection of tales intended for the moral
instruction of a juvenile readership by
former master of the Lydney and Aylburton
grammar schools, Gloucester, William
Gardiner (1766-1825).
COPAC locates copies of this imprint at
only two locations (BL and Oxford). A
single copy of a contemporary Glasgow
imprint is also recorded (Aberdeen), as is
another later edition printed by J. Tallis,
circa 1829 (BL).
£ 200

23) GILES, James. English parsing; comprising the rules of
syntax, exemplified by appropriate lessons under each rule.
With an index, containing all the parts of speech in the
different lessons unparsed. For the use of schools, private
teachers, and elder students.
London. Thomas Allman and Son, 1854. New edition.
12mo. viii, [1], 10-120pp. Original publisher's blind-stamped
green cloth, lettered in gilt. Spine rubbed, some
discolouration. Contemporary ink inscription to head of titlepage, slight tear to C8 - just clipping text, small hole to text
of C10 - with slight loss of sense.
A primer on the rules of English syntax intended for a young
readership, first printed in 1803, compiled by the then master
of the Gravesend Free-School.
£ 50
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SHEFFIELD PRINTED PRIMER
24) [GREAVES, J. H.]. Greaves' royal primer.
Sheffield. Printed by J. H. Greaves, 1841.
12mo. 12pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Stitched, as
issued, in original publisher's printed blue paper wrappers. A
trifle spotted and creased.
A rare survival, in original state, of this mid-nineteenthcentury English language primer published by Sheffield-based
printer and bookseller James Haines Greaves (1816-1863);
also issued as the Child's Penny Primer in the same year.
More than half of the text focuses on the alphabet, with
accompanying woodcuts illustrating each letter, including the
somewhat obscure ‘Utic’ and ‘Xantippe’.
COPAC locates copies at two locations (Cambridge and
Trinity College Dublin).
£ 375
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ETON'S FIRST PRESS
25) [GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS]. [MONTAGU,
Richard]. Sancti gregorii nazianzeni In julianum invectivae duae. Cum
Scholis Graecis nunc primum editis, & ejusdem Authoris nonnullis aliis
quorum syllabum sequens Pag. continet.
Etonae, in Collegio Regali. Excudebat Joannes Norton, in Grecis, &c. Regius
Typographus, 1610. First edition.
Quarto. [8], 172, [82]. Without terminal blank. Nineteenth-century blindtooled calf. Marbled endpapers. Worn, with loss and tearing to head of
spine, splitting to joints, lacking lettering-piece. Some sporadic
spotting/browning to text, occasional damp-staining, tear without loss to
X1, with old marginal repair. Manuscript bibliographical note signed
'Harlech, 1947' to blank fly-leaf.
One of the earliest works to be printed at Eton, Richard Montagu's Greek
edition of Gregory of Nazianzus' two discourses against Julian, dedicated
to Archbishop Bancroft, was produced on the press of Sir Henry Saville
(1549-1622), biblical translator (involved in the production of the
Authorized Version) and then Provost of the College.
Saville did much to improve the quality of education at Eton, including
extending the library holdings and erecting new buildings, including one to
house the press from which five classical and patristic works in Greek
emanated between 1610 and 1617, most notably the monumental eight
volume folio edition of John Chrysostom. This work shared the same
type, specially commissioned in Holland, and the same printer, John
Norton, then the King's Printer. After Saville's death the press was
dismantled and with the type transferred to the Oxford University Press;
the building which housed it was subsequently used as the headmaster's
residence.
ESTC S103425. STC 12346.
£ 650

26) [HARLESS, Gottlieb Christoph]. Theophili christoph. harlesii a. a. m. de
nominibus graecorum libellus.
Jenae [i.e. Jena]. Sumptibus Vidvae Melchioris, 1763. First edition.
8vo. 72pp. Nineteenth-century speckled calf, gilt. Very minor rubbing to
extremities. Ink ownership inscription to FFEP; 'J. Mitford. 1810. / Gough's
Sale', later bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst pasted beneath, light spotting to
title-page, else internally clean and crisp.
The first edition of German classical scholar Gottlieb Christoph Harless'
(1738-1815) primer on Greek grammar.
£ 125
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27) HOOLE, Charles. Terminationes et exempla Declinationum et
Conjugationum, itemque propria quae maribus, quae genus, et as in
praesenti, englished and explained for the use of young grammarians.
London. Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1823.
12mo. 124pp. Contemporary calf. Extremities marked and worn.
Contemporary ink ownership inscription to FFEP, leaves lightly toned.
A nineteenth-century edition of a primer on Latin grammar by schoolmaster
Charles Hoole (1610-1667) first printed in 1650. Hoole is primarily noted
for his ideals regarding progressive education, as demonstrated in his A New
Discovery of the Old Art of Teaching Schoole (London, 1660).
£ 75

A LONDON DOLL
28) [HORNE, Richard
Henry]. Memoirs of a London doll,
written by herself. Edited by mrs
fairstar.
London. Joseph Cundall, 1846. First
edition.
8vo. [4], 126pp. With an engraved
frontispiece and a further three
engraved plates by Miss Margaret
Gillies.
Contemporary
half-calf,
marbled boards, gilt. Extremities
rubbed. Internally clean and crisp.
The first edition of Richard Henry
Horne's (1802-1884) charming tale of
a doll's adventures through Victorian
London.
£ 250
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DARTON'S CONVERSATION CARDS
29) [INSTRUCTIVE CONVERSATION CARDS]. Instructive Conversation Cards, consisting of 32 biographical sketches of
eminent british characters.
London. Printed and sold by W. Darton, Jun. 58, Holborn Hill, 1813.
Dimensions 85mm x 135mm. 36 printed cards, 4 of which listing 32 questions, and 32 respective answer cards. Contained within
original publisher's slipcase, with oval title piece and rectangular 'advertisement', explaining the purpose of the cards and
instructions for their use. Cards with slight browning, occasional surface loss of text (made good in pencil), slipcase with some
marking, creasing and chipping.
A rare survival of an early educational activity card game, published by William Darton Jun., whilst the esteemed publishing
dynasty resided at Holborn Hill (1808-1866). As the short 'advertisement' to the rear of the slipcase explains, 'the Questions in
this pack of Cards are framed in such a way as is thought will be most likely to impress the memory with the chief circumstances
of each person's life. - The Cards containing the Questions should be kept by the President, who should read them in rotation,
till all have been answered.'
The short questions include '5. Who first introduced the art of Printing into this Country', '9. Who constructed the first Map of
England', '11. Who discovered Virginia', and '15. Who founded the City of Philadelphia', whilst the answer cards provide
instructive biographical detail on, for these examples, Caxton, George Lilly, Sir Walter Raleigh and William Penn, and for others,
Captain Cook, Isaac Newton and John Locke.
Not in Darton.
£ 750
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30) JOHNSON, W. R. The history of rome, in easy verse, from the earliest period to the extinction of the western empire. Written
for the purpose of being committed to memory by young persons of both sexes.
London. Printed for Richard Phillips, 1811. Second edition.
12mo. x, 152pp. With an engraved folding map bound as frontispiece. Original publisher's navy roan-backed drab paper boards,
lettered and ruled in gilt. Rubbed and a trifle marked. Some chipping to folding map, clear tape repair to gutter, offsetting to titlepage, slight shaving to leaf A3 - just clipping text, without loss of sense, occasional spotting.
The second edition, in original state, of a succinct history of the Roman Empire, written for the education of a juvenile
readership, first printed in 1808.
COPAC records copies of this edition at only three locations (Birmingham, Cambridge, and UCL). Only two copies of the first
edition are recorded (BL and Warburg).
£ 250

A DOG'S LIFE
31) [KENDALL, Edward Augustus]. Keeper's travels in search of his master.
London. Printed for J. Harris, 1815. New edition.
12mo. [4], 174pp, [2]. With a wood-engraved frontispiece, and a terminal
publisher's advertisement leaf. Original publisher's red roan-backed marbled
boards, gilt. Extremities rubbed. Near contemporary ownership inscription to
FEP, without FFEP, foxed.
First printed in 1798, this immensely popular juvenile morality tale by
Edward Augustus Kendall (1775/6-1842) was reprinted throughout the
nineteenth-century - exceeding sixteen editions by 1837. The allegorical
novella centres upon Keeper, an injured dog attempting to reach home and
his experiences with those people he meets along his journey - both virtuous
and wicked.
Moon 442(5).
£ 100
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32) LABUTTE, R[ene]. A french grammar. To which is prefixed, an
analysis relating to that subject.
Cambridge. Printed by J. Archdeacon...For W. H. Lunn, 1790. Second
edition.
8vo. [4], xii, 112pp. Contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed, some marking. Ink
ownership inscription to blank fly-leaf of; 'Mary Smith / 1799',
foxed throughout.
A reissue, without the original subscribers' list, of the 1784 first
edition of Rene Labutte's (1711/12-1790) primer on French
grammar. A former printer at Bowyer's, Labutte is recorded as the
sole compositor of Gardiner's tables of logarithms and as a more
than capable practitioner of the trade. In 1742 however, Labutte
resigned his position, moving to lecture on the French language at
Cambridge, where he remained until his death and was
remembered as an adept and popular teacher.
ESTC records copies of this second edition at only three locations
in the British Isles (BL, Cambridge, and Oxford), and none
elsewhere. The first edition is similarly rare, with copies at only
BL, several Cambridge colleges, Eton, Huntington and the
National Trust only.
ESTC T142337.
£ 300

UNRECORDED BOOK LIST
33) [LIST OF BOOKS]. List of books in christ
church, kilndown, sunday school lending library.
Tunbridge Wells. R. Pelton, Machine Printer, The Broadway, 1889.
12mo in 6s. 12pp. Original publisher's printed wrappers.
Staple rusted and leaves detached, some marking, a little
insect damage to surfaces of wrapper.
An unrecorded book-list for the Kentish Sunday-School
lending library at Christ Church, Kilndown. Amongst the list
of 202 short-titles, largely morality tales, are well known
works such as Robinson Crusoe and Masterman Ready and very
occasional non-fiction, such as 'Search for Franklin'.
£ 150
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34) [MAITLAND, Edward]. Jewish literature and modern education:
or, the use and misuse of the bible in the schoolroom. Being two
lectures delivered before the sunday lecture society, march 26th and
april 2d 1871.
Ramsgate. Published for the Author by Thomas Scott, [1871]. First edition.
8vo. [2], iv, [2], 97pp, [7]. With half-title and two terminal
advertisement leaves. Original publisher's orange buckram, lettered
in gilt. Extremities dust-soiled, a trifle rubbed, library shelf-mark in
correction fluid to foot of spine. Hinges partially exposed, book
label and shelf-labels of 'South Place Religious Society' to front
endpapers, later art deco bookplate of 'William J. Fox' to FEP, else
internally clean and crisp.
The provincially printed first edition of two lectures delivered by
author and spiritualist Edmund Maitland (1824-1897) critiquing
the teaching of biblical scripture in schools - particularly the failings
of British School-boards to properly define the parameters of said
educational endeavours, and the common shortcomings of
educators in conveying the intricacies of the Christian faith.
£ 125

35) [MINIATURE BOOK], [BIRDS]. La petite voliere.
A Paris. Chez Marcilly, [s.d., c.1830].
32mo. [2], 88pp. With half-title, a hand-coloured engraved title-page, and six hand-coloured engraved plates. Original publisher's
printed paper boards, A.E.G., housed in original publisher's printed paper slipcase. Lightly rubbed and marked. Internally
immaculate.
A rare survival in original state of a charming, exquisitely illustrated, miniature book for children on bird species native to France.
COPAC locates a single copy (Leeds), OCLC adds seven further copies worldwide.
£ 200
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36) [MINIATURE BOOK], [CHATELAIN,
Madame De]. Dolly's picture book.
Stuttgart; London. K. Thienemann's Verlag; A. N. Meyers &
Co., [s.d., c.1870]. Fourth edition.
32mo. [22]pp. With 12 hand-coloured engraved plates.
Original publisher's embossed paper boards, A.E.G.
Rubbed, some splitting to joints and tearing to spine,
lightly marked. Internally clean and crisp.
A charming children's miniature book, translated from
the German by Madame de Chatelain, illustrated with
engravings from designs by Rudolph Geissler.
£ 100

37) [MINIATURE BOOK], [DEFOE, Daniel]. The little robinson crusoe.
London. Tilt & Bogue, [s.d., c.1840].
24mo. 191pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece and numerous engraved
illustrations in the text. Finely bound in contemporary gilt-tooled speckled
calf, A.E.G. Joints rubbed and a trifle split. Internally immaculate.
A handsomely bound miniature book retelling Daniel Defoe's classic
adventure tale in simple prose for a juvenile readership; it was to become
more of a commercial success in the United States, where it was frequently
reprinted.
COPAC locates only two copies (Oxford, Senate House); OCLC adds 11
copies in North America.

£ 150

38) [MINIATURE BOOK], MILLS, Alfred. Natural history of fortyeight quadrupeds...
London. Printed for Darton, Harvey, & Darton, 1815.
24mo. 96pp. With an engraved frontispiece and a further 47 engraved plates.
Finely bound in contemporary gilt-tooled speckled calf, contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece, A.E.G. Lightly rubbed. Marbled endpapers, internally
immaculate.
An attractively bound miniature book for children describing 48 quadrupeds
including the Elephant, 'Camelopard', Rhinoceros, and Kanguroo [sic]; each
finely illustrated with engravings from drawings by Alfred Mills (1776-1833).
Darton G650 (3).
£ 250
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BIBLICAL BEASTS
39) [NATURAL HISTORY]. Scripture gift books.
Natural history. A.
London. Webb, Millington, and Co., [s.d., c.1855].
Small quarto. 16pp. With an engraved colour
frontispiece and seven engraved colour plates. Stitched,
as issued, in original publisher's pictorial paper
wrappers. Without spine panel and lower panel,
rebacked with clear adhesive tape, a trifle marked, near
contemporary shelf-labels to head of upper panel.
Contemporary ownership inscription to head to initial
leaf, foxed.
The first in a series of children's gift books on aspects
Christian scripture issued by Webb, Millington, and Co.
in the mid nineteenth-century. Part 'A' concerns those
animals prominently featured in the bible, including the
Lion, Egyptian Vulture, Ostrich, and Elephant.
OCLC records select volumes in this series (it is not
stated whether these holdings include part 'A' offered
here) at two locations in North America (Indiana and
Ohio), and none elsewhere; COPAC adds no further.
£ 125

BELFAST PUBLISHED SCIENCE
40) [NATURAL PHILOSOPHY]. Elements of natural
philosophy, arranged under the following heads: Matter and Motion,
The Universe, The Solar System, The Fixed Stars, The Earth considered
as a Planet, The Atmosphere, Meteors, Springs, Rivers, and the Sea,
Fossils, Plants, Animals, The Human Frame, and the human
understanding.
Belfast. Printed by Joseph Smyth, 1812. First edition
12mo. iv, 161pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece. Contemporary
sheep, gilt. Extremities worn and marked, lower board later restored to
style, splitting to spine and joints. Ownership inscription to recto of
FFEP; 'James J. Adams / January 14 1845', occasional slight marginal
loss, foxed.
A rare anonymous Belfast published primer on natural philosophy;
including chapters on astronomy, geology, zoology, and physiology. The
printer, Joseph Smyth, along with rival firm Simms & M'Intyre,
dominated the Ulster market throughout the early nineteenth-century.
Smyth began in 1800, produced the first Belfast directory in 1807, and in
the 1820s began specialising in cheap paper-bound editions of popular
titles.
COPAC records copies at two locations (Cambridge and Newcastle).
£ 250
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41) [ORIGINAL DITTIES]. Original ditties for the nursery; so wonderfully contrived, that they may be either sung or said, by
nurse or baby. London. Printed for J. Harris, 1806.
75pp, [5]. With a hand-coloured wood-engraved frontispiece (of a witch riding a broomstick, with a cat). Neat contemporary
inscription to head of title-page, juvenile annotation to frontispiece.
[Bound after:] The horse's levee, or the court of pegasus. Intended as a companion to the butterfly's ball, and the peacock "at
home." London. Printed for J. Harris, 1808. First edition. 16pp. With a wood-engraved frontispiece and seven further wood-engraved
plates. Loss to frontispiece at gutter, pencil trials to verso. Moon 593 (2).
[Bound before:] [A defective copy of Jack and Jill and Old Dame Gill (London, Published by J. Aldis, 1806)].
16mo. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Extremities heavily rubbed.
Without FFEP, lightly spotted.
Original ditties for the nursery, a presumed second edition (the frontispiece dated 1805 may suggests an earlier printing), is an
apparently unrecorded collection of juvenile verse - COPAC locates a single copy of the 1807 third edition held by Oxford and
OCLC adds Princeton; no copies of this 1806 edition, however, could be found in either, and Marjorie Moon states ‘2nd edn not
traced’. Moon 384.
The second bound work, an elegantly engraved primer on astronomy for young children, was produced in imitation of
Liverpudlian polymath William Roscoe's popular 'Butterfly's Ball' (London, 1807). The titular 'levee' is comprised of animals who
give their names to constellations, with the plates depicting these figures with their starry counterparts. A rare survival, with
COPAC recording copies at three locations (BL, Liverpool, and Oxford)., OCLC adds seven further locations (Indiana, Florida
State, Leiden, Melbourne, Smith College, Toronto and UCLA).
£ 1,250
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COMPLETED IN MANUSCRIPT
42) [PHILLIPS, Sir Richard], [MITCHELL, James]. Five hundred questions and exercises on mitchell's universal catechist, by
which that valuable volume is adapted to the interrogative system of instruction. Printed on writing paper with spaces for the
answers.
London. Published by Sir Richard Phillips and Co.; Sold by J. Anderson, Jun. Edinburgh, and by all booksellers, [c.1823]. First edition.
Quarto. 2, 48pp, 3-4, the verso of upper wrapper and both sides of lower wrapper paginated separately. Original publisher's
printed paper wrappers, loosely contained within a home-made plain paper protective wrapper, which has clearly preserved this
volume since the nineteenth-century. Slightly marked to upper wrapper, else fine. The text proper printed as if in duodecimo, but
set in quarto with large margins to allow for manuscript completion, which was fully and neatly executed in this copy between
1823 and January 31st 1824.
A remarkable survival in such exquisite condition, with charming manuscript completion, of an otherwise unrecorded work of
the schoolmaster, publisher and pioneer of textbooks Sir Richard Phillips (1767-1840). Practising the theory outlined in his The
Interrogative System (London, 1820), of extending the prevailing practice of mathematical teaching by explaining rules and then
working through problems to 'all subjects of liberal Education', Phillips issued several catechistical volumes based upon popular
Regency educational works of history, geography and grammar.
Phillips advertised 22 of these productions as 'Sets of 500 Questions, printed in thick post Copy Books, with spaces for the
answers, a form in which they cannot fail to be preferred wherever they are seen', but few seem to have survived - if indeed they
were issued as advertised. Whilst other extant volumes produced by Phillips in this 'five hundred questions and exercises' series
are based upon the works of Goldsmith and Murray, this present volume is based upon James Mitchell's work of natural history
and social instruction, The universal catechist; or, Student's text-book, of general knowledge (London, 1822), which had appeared under the
publisher's own imprint. Questions are as varied as 'Of what use are the leaves to plants?', 'What is the nature of the government
of the United States of America?' and 'What discoveries respecting soda and potass were made by Sir H. Davy'.
We can find no trace of this work in COPAC or OCLC.
£ 750
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43) POMEY, Francois. [TOOKE, Andrew]. The pantheon, Representing the Fabulous Histories of the Heathen gods And most
Illustrious heroes in a Short, Plain, and Familiar Method, by Way of dialogue...for the Use of Schools.
London. Printed for Robert Clavel, 1701. Third edition.
8vo. [6], 410pp, [6]. With an engraved frontispiece, and 16 further engraved plates (one of which folding). Handsomely bound in
contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. A trifle rubbed. Slight loss to FEP, with later bookplate of
Robert J. Hayhurst and private library shelf-mark labels pasted on, short marginal tear to leaf D3, folding plate partially naively
coloured, lightly toned.
First published 1694, Charterhouse
headmaster Andrew Tooke's (bap.
1673, d.1732) translation of the
Jesuit Francois Pomey's Pantheum
mythicum seu fabulosa deorum historia
(Lyon, 1659) was the pre-eminent
guide to classical mythology in the
early-modern age, reappearing in
more than 22 separate editions
during the eighteenth-century and
enduring in popularity until the midnineteenth-century.
ESTC records copies of this third
edition at four locations in North
America; no copies are located in the
British Isles.
ESTC N11753.
£ 300
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44) PORQUET, Louis Philippe F[enwick] de. First french reading-book: or, petites histoires, interessantes, instructives et
morales.
London. Published for the Author, by Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1855.
8vo. [2], vii, [3], 196pp. With a preliminary advertisement leaf, an engraved frontispiece, and five engraved plates. Original
publisher's blind-stamped red cloth, gilt. Some marking to extremities. Contemporary ink ownership inscription to FFEP, several
gatherings slightly protruding from text-block.
A French reader intended for the instruction of children, compiled by influential linguist and educator Louis Philippe R. Fenwick
de Porquet. First printed in 1834, the work proved remarkably popular - running to 27 editions by 1863.
£ 50

45) [PORQUET, Louis Philippe R. Fenwick de]. De porquet's first italian
reading book: or, Raccolta di Storie e di Novelle, veramente morali.
London. Published for the Author, by Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1853. New edition.
8vo. xix, 189pp, [3]. Original publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt. Slight
marking to extremities. First gathering protruding from text-block,
contemporary ink ownership inscription to head of title-page.
An Italian reader intended for the instruction of children, compiled by
influential linguist and educator Louis Philippe R. Fenwick de Porquet and
first printed in 1837.
£ 50
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46) [RUSHER, J. G.]. The Galloping Guide to the A B C, or the
Child's Agreeable Introduction to a knowledge of the Gentlemen of the
Alphabet.
Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830].
[16]pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper
wrappers.
[Bound with:] Anecdotes for good children, being select piece, extended to
amuse and instruct them. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830].
16pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper
wrappers.
[And:] PUZZLECAP, Peter. The riddler's Riddle Book; or a choice
collection Of Riddles. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830].
16pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper
wrappers.
[And:] [COWPER, William]. The Diverting History of John GIlpin,
Shewing how he went farther than he intended, and came safe home again.
Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 16pp. Woodcut
illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] Dr. Watts's Divine Songs, for children. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G.
Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 18pp. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] The Pleasing and Renowned History of Dick Whittington, Who was afterwards lord mayor of london: With the surprising
Adventures of his cat. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's
printed paper wrappers.
[And:] The Interesting Story of the Children in the Wood. An Historical Ballad; and The Story of farmer wilkins. Banbury. Printed
and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] The goodfarmer: being an entertaining History of Thomas Wiseman; who procured riches and a good name by the paths
of virtue and industry. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. [16]pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original
publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] The trial of an ox, for Killing a man; with The Examination of the Witnesses, before judge lion, At Quadruped Court,
near Beast Park. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 18pp, [2]. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original
publisher's printed paper wrappers.
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[And:] Poetic trifles, or Pretty Poems, for young folks, Selected from the first juvenile writers. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G.
Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 16pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] The adventures of a halfpenny; commonly called a Birmingham Halfpenny, or counterfeit; as related by itself. Banbury.
Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. vii, [1], 9-16pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper
wrappers.
[And:] The house that jack built; An entertaining Story, for children. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 16pp.
Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] Short stories, or Treasures of Truth, selected for youthful minds. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830].
16pp. Woodcut illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
[And:] Dr. Watts's Moral Songs, for children. Banbury. Printed and Sold by J. G. Rusher, [s.d., c.1830]. 18pp. Woodcut illustrations in
the text. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers.
32mo. Near contemporary gilt-tooled calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. A trifle rubbed. Marbled endpapers, loss to
lower corner of the title-page of The adventures of a halfpenny - touching imprint and introductory text to verso, with loss of
sense, occasional very light toning/spotting, else internally clean and crisp.
Prominent Banbury printer and local dignitary John Golby Rusher (1784-1877), who first produced Rusher's Banbury List
in 1812 and annually thereafter, is best known for his output (prodigious in both range and quantity) of cheap, small
nineteenth-century chapbooks for children, in which field he ranks alongside Gainsborough's Mozley and Wellington's
Houlston. This bound collection includes 14 such examples, demonstrating his range from practical alphabets to engaging
riddles, theological classics such as Watts' Divine songs and classic ballads like the Children in the Wood.

£ 750
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EARLIEST RECORDED EDITION
47) SHERWOOD, Mrs. The history of emily and her brothers.
Wellington, Salop. Printed by & for F. Houlston & Son, 1818. Second edition.
16mo? 30pp, including woodcut frontispiece recto and verso in pagination, with 6
further woodcuts in text. Original publisher's printed wrappers. Lacking spine; this
volume was clearly at some point bound up with other chapbooks. Some marking
and creasing to wrappers.
A rare survival of a small chap book by prolific and influential children's writer Mary
Martha Sherwood (1775-1851). The tale follows the middle-class Emily and her
brothers, two of whom, on coming across a poor family without a bible, work to
'earn' sufficient funds from their father to donate toward the purchase, whilst the
other is judged for a failure to do so.
Neither COPAC nor OCLC locates any copy of the first, this second, or indeed any
edition printed earlier than 1824.
£ 125

TOM LOVEBOOK
48) SMITH, J. Pretty stories
with pretty pictures, to instruct and
amuse little folks...embellished with
sixteen neatly-coloured engravings.
London. Dean and Munday...and A.K.
Newman & Co.
[16] leaves, including frontispiece, title
and fourteen further leaves each with a
hand-coloured engraving, printed on
one side only. Original publisher's
printed paper wrappers. Rubbed, with
a little loss to spine and some marking.
A rare Dean & Munday juvenile
production, part of their 'Sixpence
each, original toy books' series,
featuring various characters and
situations to which sound moral
overtones can be attributed, such as
'Tom Lovebook', 'The Drunkard' and
'The 'Unfortunate Negro' (' "How
happy I am," said Little Alfred, "that
wicked men are no longer allowed to
buy and sell the poor negros!').
COPAC locates only three copies in the UK (BL, Nottingham and Oxford); OCLC adds Columbia, Morgan, Toronto and
UCLA.
£ 450
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LIVERPOOL PRINTED EXPERIMENTS
49) SMITH, John. Lessons on words and objects with easy and
amusing experiments, for the parlour or school.
London. Simpkin and Marshall..., 1835. Third edition.
12mo in 6s. vi, [7]-140pp, [4]. With two terminal advertisement leaves
('List of Smith and Dolier's Inventions'). Original publisher's pebblegrained cloth, remains of paper lettering-piece to spine. Lightly rubbed,
bumping to corners.
An uncommon nineteenth-century educational work, introducing the
study of words ('circle', 'sight') and objects ('flame', 'animal') in such a
manner as to attract the interest of the young student by 'involving
philosophical experiments' using 'no apparatus that may not be generally
found in every respectable dwelling-house'.
COPAC locates a single copy of this Liverpool printed (E. Smith & Co.)
third edition, at Nottingham, and copies of other editions at only BL and
Leeds; OCLC adds only the Museum of New Zealand and Toronto.
£ 175

50) [TAYLOR, Jane]. [GILBERT, Ann (Taylor)]. Rhymes for the
nursery.
London. Printed for Darton and Harvey, 1836. New edition, revised.
12mo. viii, 96pp, [4]. With an engraved frontispiece and two terminal
publisher's advertisement leaves. Original publisher's green roan-backed
marbled paper boards, gilt. A trifle rubbed. Without FFEP, lightly
spotted.
A charming compilation of rhymes for young children written by sisters
Jane Taylor (1783-1824) and Ann Taylor Gilbert (1782-1866). First
printed in 1806 the collection comprised 82 poems, 42 attributed to Jane
with the remainder supplied by Ann, and included the first appearance
of Jane's beloved verse 'The star' ('Twinkle, twinkle, little star...'). Ann
notes in her autobiography that the pair received £20 for book. This
edition was re-entered at Stationers' Hall following removal of one poem
and the revision of others.
Darton G919 (30).
£ 200
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MISPLACED POULTRY
51) [THE LOST CHICKEN]. Dean and son's children's
coloured toy books. All original. The lost chicken; how it was found,
and restored to its mother.
London. Dean and Son, [s.d., c.1845].
12mo. 6 leaves. Printed on one side of leaf only. Stitched, as issued, in
original publisher's tan pictorial paper wrappers. Chipping to spine
(with remains of paper reinforcement) and fore-edge, a trifle marked
and creased.
An apparently unrecorded edition of a charming tale from the Dean
and Son's Children's Coloured Toy Books. Several contemporary
editions mounted on cloth were produced, copies on paper such as
here seem the more scarce; OCLC records a single copy of an edition
printed on paper (Brigham Young) with 'Two pence each' to head of
the title - this edition lacks such information.
£ 250

AN ELEVEN YEAR OLD'S POEMS
52) THIRLWALL, Connop. Primitiae; or, essays and poems on
various subjects, Religious, moral and entertaining..
London. Printed for the Author by T. Plummer, 1809. First edition.
8vo. xiii, [3], 230pp, xvi, [2]. With a lithographed portrait
frontispiece and a list of subscribers. Uncut in original publisher's
two-tone paper boards, printed paper lettering-piece. Rubbed and
marked, some loss to spine, chipping to lettering-piece. Later
armorial bookplate to FEP, foxed, very occasional marginal
chipping/tearing.
The juvenile poems of Connop Thirwall (1797-1875), later
historian and Bishop of St. Davids, published by his father the
Rev. Thomas Thirwall, minister at Covent Garden, when the
former was only 11. The precocious son, who we're told in the
preface, was composing verse from the age of seven (after
mastering English, Latin and Greek by the age of four) was later
ashamed of this volume, and is said to have acquired copies to
destroy them.
Jackson p.332.
£ 200
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ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT
53) UPTON. The school boy; a poem...with Coloured Engravings.
London. William Darton, [1820]. First edition.
[6] leaves, engraved throughout, with hand-coloured vignette illustrations. Original stiff pink paper wrappers, title label to upper
wrapper. Rubbing, a little marking and loss to extremities, tear to spine, stitching perished and all leaves loose, with occasional
finger-marking.
A curious, all-engraved production which follows a child through various stages of his education, from a horn-book in the
nursery, to his appearance (with a black footman) at school and eventual graduation from college. It was clearly produced on a
single sheet, cut and stitched together, with the drop-head title falling on what would be the second leaf in the chronological
development of the story, and the imprint 'London: William Darton. 58 Holborn Hill: Sep.1. 1820.
COPAC locates a single copy, at Manchester; OCLC adds Clarke, Indiana, Morgan, Princeton and Toronto.
Darton H1561.
£ 850
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ORIGINAL SHEEP
54) WATTS, I[saac]. Divine songs attempted in easy language for the use of children.
London. Printed for J. Buckland et al., 1790.
12mo. xii, 38pp, [2]. With a terminal publisher's advertisement leaf. Original publisher's blind-tooled sheep. Extremities worn,
boards held by cords only, near contemporary ownership inscription to upper board. Hinges exposed, publisher's disclaimer
printed to FEP, near contemporary ownership inscription to recto of FFEP; ' This book / belonged / to my beloved /
Husbands / Brother Charles / who died May 31 / 1795 / aged 4 years, later nineteenth-century ownership inscription beneath,
pencil-trial to title-page, else internally clean and crisp.
A remarkable survival in original state of this selection of devotional and moral songs for children by eminent theologian and
'Father of English Hymnody' Isaac Watts (1674-1748).
ESTC records this edition at a single location (BL).
ESTC T82394.
£ 350
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55) WINLOVE, Mrs. The rise of learning, or ground-work of science. Shewing how good boys and girls By attending to the rules
contained in this Book and obeying their Parents and Guardians, may acquire wisdom, riches, and honour.
Glasgow. Published by J. Lumsden & Son, [s.d., c.1810].
47pp, [1]. Illustrated with numerous woodcuts in the text. Original publisher's printed blue paper wrappers, title in manuscript to
upper cover.
[Bound with:] PUZZLECAP, Peter. Gammer gurton's garland of nursery songs, and toby tickle's Collection of riddles. Glasgow.
Published and Sold Wholesale, by Lumsden and Son, [s.d., c.1820]. 32pp. Illustrated with numerous woodcuts in the text. Original
publisher's pink paper wrappers, title in manuscript to upper cover.
[And:] Cottage tales for little people; or, the amusing repository for all good boys and girls. Glasgow. Published and Sold Wholesale, by
Lumsden & Son, [s.d., c.1820]. 32pp. Illustrated with numerous woodcuts in the text. Original publisher's pink paper wrappers, title
in manuscript to upper cover.
[And:] The child's instructor, or Picture Alphabet. Glasgow. Published and Sold, Wholesale by Lumsden & Son, [s.d., c.1820]. [32]pp.
Illustrated with numerous woodcuts in the text. Original publisher's brown paper wrappers, title in manuscript to upper cover.
32mo. Contemporary gilt-tooled green morocco. A trifle rubbed. Marbled endpapers, very occasional light marking to wrappers,
overall internally clean and crisp.
A handsome collection of four children's chapbooks from the press of James Lumsden of Glasgow, who specialised in the
production of cheap and colourful small works for children. Bound last amongst this collection of moral education, riddles and
tales is an attractive alphabet, wherein example words are provided for each letter in order to facilitate easy learning for young
children: they include 'Bb Black. Black Men and Wo-men are natives of warm coun-tries', 'Dd Drunk-ard. A Drunk-ard is a
person who drinks of-ten and to ex-cess', 'Mm. Me-lon. A Me-lon is a fruit like an ap-ple', and 'Uu U-sur-er. A U-sur-er is a person who lends mo-ney for un-law-ful in-ter-est'.

£ 1,250
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